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Why there should be continued animosity between blacks and white Americans is
difficult to understand, for they agree on a wide range of issues: two thirds of blacks believe
“most people can get ahead if they work,” and three-quarters are of the view that “Everyone has
it in their own power to succeed.”  About the same share of blacks and whites, roughly two-
thirds, are concerned that people are too dependent on government aid, and three quarters of
blacks say they “have old-fashioned values about family and marriage.”1

Those agreements founder, however, on one area of substantial disagreement, and that
seems to be largely because of whites, especially white males.

When asked whether “discrimination against blacks is rare,” only about one-third agree. 
That is, two-thirds believe there is discrimination, and it is not rare. Yet when asked whether
“blacks who can’t get ahead are responsible for their own condition,” two thirds say yes.   These2

are clearly inconsistent positions.

Similarly, most Americans, save white males, say they support affirmative action to
redress the lingering disadvantages due to five centuries of slavery, Jim Crow laws and
segregation; yet if that affirmative action takes the form of race-based quotas, they object.3

Three quarters of Americans believe that “the position of blacks has improved in recent
years.”   And it has, in terms of overt discrimination in institutional settings.  Blacks can vote, eat4

at the same restaurants, compete for the same jobs and sit in the same classrooms as whites. 

And, the vast majority of white Americans will say they are no longer prejudiced.  That is
true on a conscious level, but when researchers probe deeper to determine what lies in the
subconscious a different picture emerges.

Most white Americans harbor resentment toward people of color, and this can manifest
itself in unjust ways.  White jurors tend to impose stiffer sentences on black criminals, and if the
defendant looks more “African,” with darker skin and broader lips, for instance, the prison time
is likely to be longer.  If a murder victim was white, a death penalty for a black is more likely. 
The resume of a job seeker whose name is more “white”(Mary or Tom, for example) will evoke a
“better feeling” than “black” names like Tyrone and Tiara.5

HOUSING STUDIES

Study after study has demonstrated that racial prejudice still exists in the United States
and that it still results in discrimination.  Since 1977, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has used massive “audits,” in which white/nonwhite pairs are used in



 The HUD analysis reports on discrimination in four types of practices, plus a fifth type for sales markets:
I

(a) “availability,” is whether the renter or buyer is told the advertised unit is available and told of the availability of

other units. (b) “inspections” opportunities for renters or buyers to inspect units. ©) “cost” is the price asked for the

uni, including transaction fees. (d) “encouragement” is the degree of encouragement offered by agents to rent or buy. 

For sales audits, a fifth practice, racial “steering” of prospective purchasers  toward properties in neighborhoods

matching the auditor’s race is also evaluated.

housing market to measure discrimination, on three occasions: 1977, 1989, and 2000.  I

The most recent audit found continuing significant discrimination against blacks and
Hispanics.  Discrimination against blacks was especially strong in the sales market, while
Hispanics were subject to higher levels of discrimination in the rental market. White “auditors,”
the term used for those pretending to buyers or renters, were favored over Asians in the sales
market.

Smaller audit studies also found discrimination when blacks and Hispanics who could be
identified by their voices as such, telephoned to rent apartments.  The incidence of discrimination
against blacks and Hispanics generally declined between the 1989 and 2000 audits, but
discrimination against blacks in sales increased.

EMPLOYMENT AND OTHER STUDIES

Audits have also been used to identify and measure employment discrimination.  They
have uniformly found, in the words of one scholar, “that racial discrimination in labor markets is
pervasive and strongly favors white over black applicants. In all the audit studies, white
applicants had substantially higher rates of labor market successes, receiving at least 50 percent
more positive responses.”1

In a Kentucky study, researchers probed the mental linkages between attitudes of race and
other subjects, such as crime and prison furlough programs.  They found a “strong relationship
between whites’ images of African-Americans and judgments of crime and punishment.”2

“We conclude that much of public opinion in this domain is influenced by racial
concerns,” they added.3

In another study, a national survey focused on the link between white attitudes toward
welfare and race, the researcher concluded that “racial attitudes are the single most important
influence on whites’ welfare views,” commenting that “negative views of black welfare mothers
are more politically potent, generating greater opposition to welfare than comparable views of
white welfare mothers.”4

NATIONAL SURVEYS

Two national surveys of American attitudes are conducted annually. These are the
American General Social Survey (GSS), conducted by the National Opinion Research Center at



the University of Chicago and the National Election Survey (NES), conducted by a consortium of
universities.

One of the most ambitious  analyses of them was undertaken by Donald R. Kinder and
Lynn M. Sanders of the Universities of Michigan and Chicago, respectively.  In their 390-page
book, Divided by Color: Racial Politics and Democratic Ideals, the two described in painstaking
detail how they mined mountains of data demonstrating that–

racial resentment to be implicated in whites’ views not just on affirmative action
or school desegregation, but on welfare, capital punishment, urban unrest, family
leave, sexual harassment, gay rights, immigration, spending on defense, and
more.5

A few years later, Tali Mendelberg of Princeton University sought to explain why, if
Americans are so immune to overt appeals to racism, they remain susceptible to implicit race-
based appeals, such as the infamous “Willie” Horton advertisement of Bush-the-Father’s 1988
campaign, widely considered to be perhaps the most racist ad ever run in a presidential contest
campaign.

WILLIE HORTON AND IMPLICIT APPEALS TO RACISM

In Spring, 1988, the upcoming presidential general election looked grim for Vice
President George Bush.  Seeking to succeed his popular predecessor, Ronald Reagan, Bush
inspired little public confidence. In contrast, his opponent, Gov. Michael Dukakis, was credited
the "Massachusetts Miracle," a stunning revival of economic fortunes in a liberal state previously
derided as "Tax-achusetts."

Bush’s campaign manager, Lee Atwater,
conceived of and produced the Willie Horton
television advertisement.  At the time he denied
having done so, but several years later, dying of
brain cancer, has admitted to his role.

Horton was a convict who, while on a
weekend furlough from prison under a program
defended by  Dukakis, committed a brutal rape
and murder.  Atwater and other top Bush
campaign operatives tried out the story of
Willie Horton, an intensely black and menacing figure—out on a focus group.  Before hearing
the story, a large majority of the participants supported Dukakis, but switched on hearing the
Horton story.

In her 307-page book, The Race Card: Campaign Strategy, Implicit Messages, and the
Norm of Equality, Mendelberg concluded that the explanation lay in the difference between
implicit appeals, which are directed to the conscious mind, and implicit ones, directed at the



subconscious.6

To test this thesis, she exposed participants to bogus television spots supposedly for rival
gubernatorial candidates in Michigan.  Each of the three ads was carefully crafted to convey a
different message: an explicit appeal to racism, an implicit appeal or a message that was “counter
stereotypical,” which meant that it ran counter to common assumptions.  The bogus news reports
focused on the Republican candidate’s criticism of Michigan’s welfare program.7

In the explicit version, the voice-over verbally mentioned blacks, and blacks were shown
in the video.  In the implicit account, blacks were shown, but not mentioned; and the counter-
stereotypical one showed white welfare recipients.

When the results were tallied, the implicit appeal was much more powerful than either of
the other two. In Mendelberg’s words: “The implicitly racial message elicits a sizeable effect
from resentment on race policy views, and does so distinctly.” The messages that were not
implicitly racial reduced the spots’ power by nearly 50 percent.8

“A message that white voters do not recognize as racial but that cues racial stereotypes,”
observed Mendelberg, “elicits the strongest racial response.  Campaign appeals have their
greatest racial impact when they have a racial component but are perceived as nonracial.”9

Four years after The Race Card was published, two other scholars broached the question
of Republican leadership’s success in appealing to white resentments. Writing that “the once-
majority Democrats have captured only a minority of the white vote in each of the last seven
presidential elections,” Nicholas A. Valentino of the University of Michigan and David O. Sears
of the University of California, Los Angeles concluded that “When people have conscious values
that conflict with those of the subconscious, it is essential to appeal to the level that activates the
correct values.”10

Nicholas Valentino, Vincent Hutchings, and Ismail White from the University of
Michigan ran a series of experiments in 2000 using a hypothetical George W. Bush campaign ad
that promised to cut taxes, reduce wasteful spending, and reform the health care system.

There were three versions of the ad, all with the same text: 

! One showed neutral images of laboratory workers and medical x-rays. 

! Another showed a black person counting money and a black mother and child in an
office just as the narrator announced Bush's opposition to spending "tax dollars on wasteful
government programs."

!   A third showed white people in the same roles.

After watching the ads, subjects were asked to fill out questionnaires that included
measures of racial resentment and their preference between Bush and Gore. The findings were



 Southern historian U.B. Phillips wrote in 1928 that the unity of the white South rested above all else on “a
b

common resolve indomitably maintained–that it shall be and remain a white man’s country.”  He added that “The

consciousness of a function in these premises whether expressed with the frenzy of a demagogue or maintained with

a patrician’s quietude is the cardinal test of a Southerner.”

similar to Mendelberg's.

After seeing the neutral ad or the ad picturing “undeserving” whites, subjects who scored
higher on the racial resentment test were no more likely to support Bush than subjects who
scored lower.  But when they saw the ad picturing blacks, there was a strong correlation between
how high they scored on the racism scale and their support for Bush. 

"Overall," the political psychologists wrote, "these results suggest that racial cues make
racial concerns more accessible in memory, subsequently boosting the impact of these concerns
on candidate evaluations."

Over the past 25 to 30 years, a variety of issues have become racially coded: crime and
welfare, for example, as well as more obvious terms such as Ronald Reagan’s references to
“welfare queens” and “strapping young bucks,” designed to evoke racial stereotypes.   Listeners11

hear such a phrase in the context of welfare or food stamps and it triggers a subconscious
connection to race.  Later in the voting booth, a ballot is cast not because of a candidate’s
position on food stamps or welfare, but race.

Ronald Reagan was such an effective communicator that some researchers believe he
racialized words and phrases that on the surface appear to have nothing whatever to do with race,
such as “wasteful government spending” and “special interest groups.”   Law and order is a
powerful issue for “priming” white voters, in part because blacks and Latinos are more likely to
be portrayed on televisions news as lawbreakers and whites as victims.  When the frequency with
blacks and Latinos are depicted as violent criminals on television is com pared to actual crime
statistics, it turns out that people of color are over-represented as lawbreakers, and whites over-
represented as victims.12

Other stereotypes are also strengthened by television news that tends to associate blacks
visually with poverty, violent crime and drug abuse.  Other issues that have been racialized in13

the minds of voters include support for affirmative action, spending to assist the poor,
government spending in general, the death penalty and punishing juvenile offenders as adults.14

Although racial cuing is effective wherever resentful whites are found, it is particularly
powerful in the South.  More than in any other area of the nation, Southerners identify
themselves with the region.  For lack of a better term, there is a self-conscious “Southerness” that
cuts across occupation, income, education, urban-rural residence, class, sex and age lines. ,15

Indeed, the average group identification of white southerners is higher than that of  members of
labor unions or Catholics and approaches that Jewish respondents.16,b

In 1970, White House aide Kevin Phillips created a blueprint for establishing Republican



hegemony nationally by using the south as a foundation. In his book The Emerging Republican
Majority, Philips“bluntly recognized the critical role that white fears would play in guaranteeing
the emerging Republican majority,” in the words of prize-winning historian Dan T. Carter of
Emory University.   Phillips was convinced that racial fears and resentments would drive17

southern whites away from the Democratic Party and into the Republican fold.  To assure and
speed white flight into the GOP, he said Republicans should expand and consolidate voting
rights of blacks, thus driving them into the Democratic Party and white Southerners away from it. 
The region’s resentful whites would be left with only one place to go: the GOP.18

The book and its blueprint received an enthusiastic welcome at all levels of the Nixon
White House. Phillips’ boss, Nixon’s campaign manager and Attorney General John Mitchell,
saw race as the key in creating “positive polarization,” in which voters were divided into warring
camps, so Republicans could walk away with victory.19

Strom Thurmond’s former aide, Harry Dent, whose White House assignment was to keep
Nixon’s fences mended with Southerners, urged Nixon to heed Phillips’ advice. “Follow
Phillips’advice,” he wrote Nixon, but “disavow it publicly.”   Nixon did as Phillips suggested ,20

and so did the White House staff.  The year 1970 was filled with subtle and not so subtle appeals21

to southern whites.  

Whites stoned and overturned a school bus in Lamar, S.C.  Nixon was silent.  Florida
Gov. Floyd R. Kirk, Jr. seized control of a Florida school district to prevent implementation of a
court-ordered school desegregation plan. Nixon was silent.22

On Jan. 19, 1970, Nixon nominated a 50-year-old Floridian, G. Harrold (cq) Carswell of
Tallahassee, to a vacancy on the U.S. Supreme Court. This was after another southern jurist,
Clement Haynesworth of South Carolina, had been rejected by the Senate.

Carswell had said in a 1948 campaign speech that he would “yield to no man” in his
“firm, vigorous commitment to the principles of white supremacy.” In 1956, then a U.S.
Attorney, Carswell helped incorporate a private golf club that prevented desegregation of the
city’s municipal, golf facilities. He had sold land with a racial exclusion and drafted a charter for
an all-white university booster club.   When Carswell’s nomination was rejected by the Senate23

52 - 44, Nixon accused Democrats of “malicious character assassination.”24

In a statement the next day, Nixon said “I understand the bitter feelings of Americans
who live in the South about the act of regional discrimination that took place in the Senate
yesterday.  They have my assurance that the day will come when men like judges Haynesworth
and Carswell will sit on the High Court.”25

White House aides denied that the nominations were part of a Southern Strategy, and
even that such a thing existed, pointing out that Nixon had delivered a long message on school
desegregation two weeks earlier.  The reaction of The New York Times: Nixon had “given the
blacks a legal brief: to the white Southerners he offered a visceral pledge of allegiance.” The26

conventional wisdom is that the party in control of the White House loses seats in an off-year
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